Here at Renaissance we know that your school district is experiencing unexpected school closures. Like many of the schools across the country, COVID-19 is making quite an impact on education. Teaching and learning from home can be a challenge without the appropriate resources in place. We wanted to let you know that we have created resources to help ease some of your stress as this situation continues to develop.

Renaissance would like to offer myON and Freckle to the district at no cost. To help support your students and teachers learning remotely.

**myON Reader and News**
- myON provides **independent reading practice** with 24/7 access to **thousands of digital fiction and nonfiction books**.
- myON News delivers digital reading practice with **daily coverage of high-interest current events** and news stories written specifically for kids.

**Freckle**
- Freckle is an **adaptive practice program** that helps educators effectively differentiate instruction for **math, ELA, social studies**, and science. The great news is, your teachers can **sign up for free** today and get started!
- Adaptive Math practice with 50,000+ questions, adaptive ELA practice with 6,000 leveled variations of articles and stories.
- Students can easily be supported at home using and Activity Feed to track usage and Reports in subjects to track student levels and adjust as needed.

Just contact Jack Bommarito or Elizabeth Zilverberg to get started:

**Jack Bommarito**
Field Account Executive– Kentucky
(812) 406-9822

*In Partnership with:* Elizabeth Zilverberg
Inside Account Executive – KY
(866) 561-1960

RENAISSANCE®
Unexpected school closures may occur, but they don’t have to impact student learning!

Students need only a device and Internet access to complete assignments in or out of school.

Immediate feedback for students and real-time access to data for educators support growth and learning.

Because students are accustomed to using these resources during regular, in-school days, no additional learning is required to prepare them to use these resources for school closures.

To learn more about how Renaissance can help you support students during unexpected school closures, visit www.renaissance.com/renaissance-at-home

myON
myON provides independent reading practice with 24/7 access to thousands of digital fiction and nonfiction books and a personalized literacy experience for every student.

myON News
myON News delivers digital reading practice with daily coverage of high-interest current events and news stories written specifically for kids.

Freckle
Freckle is an adaptive practice program that helps educators effectively differentiate instruction for math, ELA, social studies, and science.

Accelerated Reader
Accelerated Reader is an independent reading practice program with more than 200,000 fiction and nonfiction book quizzes and nearly 2,000 nonfiction articles for students.
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How our digital solutions work

**myON** offers students a multimedia experience with professionally-recorded audio and annotation tools to make each authentic digital text engaging and unique. Titles are available in English and Spanish.


**myON News** engages students in daily nonfiction reading with high-interest news articles presented at three different levels and reviewed by a child psychologist. Articles are available in English, Spanish, and French.


**Freckle** provides students with interactive features, team challenges, real-world scenarios, and instant feedback to drive growth. Embedded supports and scaffolds help students master even the most challenging concepts.

[www.freckle.com/](http://www.freckle.com/)

**Accelerated Reader** helps build motivation, engagement, and a love for reading by offering abundant choice—with titles in English and Spanish for every learner—and by matching students with reading suggestions aligned to their interests and at the right level of challenge.


Get started now! Call (800) 338-4204
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